
I am Sandra Grey Wolf Squires, a Teacher, Author, Intuitive and Healer and have been 
doing workshops, readings and healings for 40+ years. My studies encompass the 
Metaphysical / Spiritual field: Schooled in Catholic religion, Positive Christianity through 
Unity Church and Course in Miracles, Paramahansa Yogananda/Self Realization 
Fellowship teachings, Buddhism, and 22 years doing ceremony with Native American-
Navajo tradition. 

I have spent 15 years working in the seminar industry as a facilitator in a 5 day seminar 
for releasing limiting beliefs. In the last 16 years I have been learning from Derek O’Neill, 
a founder of Creacon Wellness Retreat, where I volunteer my time doing Earth Oracle 
and Angel Readings, Rising Star Healings, More Truth Will Set You Free workshops, and 
Meditation Retreats. When I am travelling, I do the Readings, Workshops, Soul Retrievals 
and Rising Star healings by zoom. 

Earth Oracle readings are one hour and go very in depth into every area of your life – 
physical, emotional, mental and spiritual issues.  These readings go to the root cause of 
any suffering, indecision and confusion you may have, and give you clarity on your path 
going forward. 

Soul Retrieval Sessions help release traumatic events experienced and return our soul 
to wholeness. Often depression, separateness, feeling something is missing in life, or 
dealing with loss/grief, indicates soul loss. Many have shared these sessions helped 
them let go of the past trauma, and release the fears, anxiety, anger, grief, etc. along 
with it. 

More Truth Will Set You Free workshops are Wednesday and Saturday every week.  
Through meditation, music, inspiring and uplifting teachings, and the healing energy 
created in it, we let go of the old belief systems – not good enough, not deserving, etc., 
that hold us back in every area of our life including: relationships, career, finance, etc. 

On the CreaconWellnessRetreat.com website, you can find my work under: 
“Treatments/Readings” and my classes under “Events/Online Classes”, I would love to 
be of service and help you in any way I can.  Blessings, Sandra Grey Wolf 


